Abstract. Continuum states of the CO¡ cation are studied as a function of internuclear distances in the range 1.7-3.0 a¢ . R-matrix wavefunctions are constructed for 
Calculations
A thorough discussion of -Matrix theory is given by the review of Burke and Berrington (1993) and overviews of its applications to electron collisions with diatomic and polyatomic molecules can be found in Huo and Gianturco (1995) and Tennyson and Morgan (1999) . Hence, only a brief summary will be given here.
The Molecular -matrix Method
The main assumption in the -matrix approach is that exchange interactions are negligible when one electron is sufficiently distant from the remaining 'target system'. This leads to a partition of the configuration space into two regions: an internal region where all electronelectron and exchange interactions are fully included, and an external region, in which the outer electron experiences only a local potential. The inner region is defined by a sphere, here taken to have a radius of 10 a¡ , about the centre-of-mass of the target.
A set of states 
¥ "
, are constructed from target molecular orbitals. The precise choice of these orbitals is important and will be discussed below.
In the internal region the scattering wavefunctions are written as 
S £
are two-center quadratically integrable antisymmetric functions constructed from the target occupied and virtual molecular orbitals. These` functions are included in the (N+1)-electron model to account for charge polarisation (relaxation configurations) and for high a effects near the nuclei (correlation configurations). For diatomic molecules our code (Morgan et al. 1998 ) uses a linear combination of Slatertype orbitals (STOs) for the target and numerical function to represent the continuum. The coefficients Q 9 £3 " and U "R are obtained by diagonalising the Hamiltonian of the scattering system in the internal region.
In the external region, the wavefunction is expanded as single-centre solution of closecoupling equations. The only off-diagonal coupling terms are given by the direct potential that is written as a multipole expansion. The internal region is used to define the R-matrix on the boundary. Solutions to the scattering problem are found at infinity by a combination of R-matrix propagation and asymptotic expansion. 
¦
Data adapted from Andersen et al. (1993) . § Energies deduced from the TPEsCO spectrum obtained by Dawber et al. (1994) .
were obtained by performing calculations from the lowest CO symmetries. This SCF molecular basis was then used in CI calculations to obtain 247 , 14b , 6c molecular orbitals. In these CI calculations we included all configurations that arise moving 8 electrons in the CAS (37 ,47 ,57 ,67 ,1b ,2b ) and all single and double excitations from this CAS to the virtual space (77 -247 , 3b -14b ,1c -2c ) . Such a configuration space yielded low absolute excitation energies, but a large number of configurations (e.g.
. Use of such target wavefunctions would result in very demanding subsequent scattering calculations. However, the final target Hamiltonian dimensions may be reduced by using pseudo-Natural Orbitals (NOs) to construct the final target wavefunctions, still achieving reliable excitation energies.
To obtained NOs from CI wavefunctions, the original molecular orbitals were transformed using the first order spin reduced density matrix for a given CI state. Hence, states. In general, we find good agreement between the two sets of calculations. Moreover, the CASCI calculations that employ NOs yield a very good result for the separation between the ground ¢ £ state and the first excited states. In our calculations the equilibrium geometry is found to be at an internuclear distance of 2.35 a¡ . The ¢ § £ -¡ separation in this region is less than 0.5 eV and the
separation is about 0.6 eV. The quasi-degeneracy occurring between the three lowestlying states in the vicinity of the equilibrium distance, is also found in the CASSCF/MRCCI calculations that gave a separation energy between the minimum located at 2.38 a¡ . In table 1 the energies separations deduced from the threshold photoelectrons coincidence (TPEsCO) spectrum obtained by Dawber et al. (1994) are also shown; they are in good agreement with our calculations.
The electron properties of CO states. The double minimum that characterises the 2 ¡ state is also found. The first minimum is located at 2.07 a¡ and the second one at 3.05 a¡ . The second minimum was obtained by extrapolating our 2 ¡ data by cubic spline fitting for internuclear distances in the range 3 -3.1a¡ . 
CO model

H £3
orbitals are obtained as numerical solutions of an isotropic Coulomb potential. Eigensolutions with an energy below 9.5 Ryd were retained resulting in a set of 637 , 52b , 42c continuum functions. To correct for linear dependence effects one 7 orbital was removed using Lagrange orthogonalisation (Tennyson et al. 1987) . The resulting 627 , 52b , 42c functions were Schmidt orthogonalised to the target NOs.
The` functions S R in equation 2 were constructed using a CAS comprising the (37 , 47 , 57 , 67 , 1b , 2b ) orbitals. The CAS was augmented by 7-87 , 3-4b , 1-2c virtual orbitals. Relaxing configurations were included in the calculations by allocating 9 electrons in the CAS. Correlations configurations arose by allocating 8 electrons in the CAS and 1 electron in the virtual space. This CI model was adopted for all CO total symmeties discussed in this work. The largest CI calculations were performed for the £ total symmetry. Here, the ¢ £ and £ target states were coupled with two different partial waves in the close-coupling expansion (2) resulting in a 9-state calculation.
Resonance characterisation
The CO © system has several low-lying electronic states which all lie close to each other. This means that even the lowest resonances are narrow with high principal quantum number, There are a number of standard procedures for characterising individual resonance states in electron-molecule collision calculations including fitting the eigenphase sum (Tennyson and Noble 1984) , the time-delay (Stibbe and Tennyson 1998) and the R-matrix specific QB method (Quigley and Berrington 1996) . Extensive numerical investigations suggested that none of these methods, as presently implemented, were capable of yielding stable resonance parameters for this problem. It was therefore necessary to provide an alternative approach.
Multichannel Quantum Defect Theory (MQDT) provides a means of characterising a whole series of resonances as a function of internuclear separation. In this method the portion of the S-matrix that belongs to channels of interest,
¢ ¡ £ ¡
, is diagonalised at an energy just above the threshold to their becoming open (Seaton 1983) . For excited state thresholds, this yields complex quantum defects, , as eigenvalues with associated eigenvectors, which characterise the partial wave composition of . Our procedure is adapted from that used in earlier R-matrix calculations (Tennyson 1988 , Tennyson 1996b ) of quantum defects in e + CH and super-excited H . In principle each threshold has an infinite number of channels associated with it. In practice, the number of scattering channels that open at each threshold is determined by our choice of partial waves and here is limited to states with
can be assumed to be very close to zero.
The complex quantum defects obtained by this method in principle characterise the entire resonance series. In practice this method should be most reliable for resonances with high ¦ , such as those studied here. Furthermore, as found previously (Tennyson 1988) , the quantum defects provide much the most reliable method of interpolating resonance parameters over a grid of geometries. It should be noted that as we are only concerned with high ¦ states, use of the precise value of the quantum defect makes a relatively small shift in the position of a particular resonance curve. However it is not possible to guess the width of the resonance states simply from a knowledge ¦ . The accuracy of our scattering calculations, hence of the computed quantum defects and resonance curves, crucially depend on the -matrix propagation distance. In order to study the stability of results varying this parameter, we computed complex quantum defects for the ¡ total symmetry of CO , using propagation distances in the range 50¦ 1000 a¡ . Results from these preliminary calculations, that were performed for CO © at equilibrium separation, suggested the choice of 400 a¡ for the -matrix propagation radius. This was increased to 500 a¡ for calculations with £ total symmetry.
Continuum states of CO
Quantum defects analysis
Quantum defects were determined using a scattering energy 0.0008 Ryd above each target state threshold. Sensitivity of results to this choice was studied in preliminary scattering calculations. We obtained quantum defects in CO with ¡ total symmetry, using above threshold energies in the range X % § ¦ X % Ryd and for an energy mesh of X % ¢ Ryd. Quantum defects from these preliminary tests exhibited differences up to about 10% depending on the above threshold energy. However, for results obtained for above threshold energies in the range
Ryd, these differences decrease to less than 0.1%, suggesting a value of X % Ryd for our calculations. This approach yields, for each CO total symmetry calculation, a scattering energy grid that varies according to the internuclear distance. Our procedure allows the complex quantum defects obtained from fixed geometry calculations to be organised into curves (Tennyson 1988 
where is the effective quantum number of the resonance and is the ion core electrical charge. This is given by The energy curve mapping allows a direct reconstruction of the resonance curves converging to each of the CO © states included in the close-coupling expansion (section 2.3). In eqs. (3) and (4), the resonance energy and width depend on a , the angular momentum quantum number associated with each partial wave. This dependence is carried by the quantum defects ¦ ¥ . As a is not a conserved quantum number, a -labels were assigned to quantum defects according to the norm of their eigenvectors. In most cases this procedure worked well but there are two complicating factors. The first is the fairly large dipole moment of CO , which couples the different channels. The second is the frequent curve crossings, see Fig. 1 , which is reflected in the quantum defects which also display many (avoided) crossings. In the region of an avoided crossing the a assignment chosen can become somewhat arbitrary. This has to be taken into account when evaluating results presented in table 2 and figs. 2, 3 and 6(a). Inspection of table 2 show a number of cases where becomes near zero. It is well known that such ultra-long-lived resonances are associated with avoided crossings (Collins et al. 1986 ).
Complete tables for quantum defects obtained for the CO total symmetries discussed in this work are given elsewhere (Vinci 2004 ). However, quantum defects from a CO £ calculation are given in table 2. This is a representative sample of results that will be discussed in some detail. Table 2 presents the results of analysing scattering calculations performed 0.0008 Ryd above¨ $ ¡ ¤ £
. Results are organised in 7 blocks of data, one for each of the target states that were retained in the description of the CO wavefunction. Each block of data includes complex quantum defects as a function of the internuclear distance . Quantum defects are given for the first 6 partial waves a associated with the newly open scattering channels. 'Missing' internuclear distances for some block of data are denoted with dots. These represent geometries for which the parent CO © electronic state is the ground state and therefore does not give complex quantum defects. For example, those scattering channels opening at the threshold of the ¡ target state exhibit complex quantum defects only for distances larger than 2.285 a¡ , ¡ being the lowest state of CO for internuclear separation smaller than this. Similarly for the ¢ £ state, complex quantum defects only arise for internuclear distances smaller than 2.155 a¡ and larger than 2.935 a¡ , as it is the lowest state of CO for internuclear separation in the region 2.155 -2.935 a¡ . A discussion of highly excited bound state of the CO ion will be given elsewhere.
In general, it is easier to correlate the low-a quantum defects between geometries than those for high-a which all usually have quantum defects close to zero. However, mixing between a channels is also found in our results for several resonance series and internuclear distances. Strong mixing between quantum defects can yield a failure in attempts to reordering the a assignment using the eigenvector norm analysis. For this reason there are some sets of data in the blocks of table 2 that were not re-ordered by a numbering. This was taken into account in the construction of the resonance curves presented below.
Resonances curves for CO
Resonance curves for the § £ , ¡ , ¤ © and ¤ £ symmetries are displayed in figures 2 -7. In order to provide a graphical representation of data adapted from table 2 and from Vinci (2004) , complex quantum defects and are also shown for some resonance series in the § £ and § © total symmetries. Resonance curves, energies and widths, were constructed using eqs. (3) and (4). These equations were included in our calculations incorporating the curve mapping procedure discussed in section 3.1 in the existing -matrix programs for calculations of multichannel quantum defects.
Figures 2 on is broken by a large structure only in the region 2.4-2.6 a¡ . This is almost certainly due to the fact that quartet symmetries do not couple to the CO singlet target states thus greatly reducing the number of (possible) avoided crossings. .
Conclusions
Ab initio curves for the CO continuum states of symmetries , have been constructed from calculated complex quantum defects. The relevent quantum defects were obtained from above threshold energy scattering calculations performed for internuclear distances well outside the region of CO and CO equilibrium separations.
The exceptionally high density of low-lying Rydberg states in CO meant that the use of a Multichannel Quantum Defect Theory (MQDT) approach to the e + CO © resonance problem was the only one practical. Using this approach, data for quantum defects in CO have been obtained for 20 internuclear distances in the range 1.7 -3.0 a¡ . Following an analysis of complex quantum defect structure, resonance curves were discussed providing data and graphs for representative series in the ¡ , £ , § © and £ symmetries of CO . Using our CO wavefunctions, a study of bound Rydberg states of this system can be performed over a large range of internuclear distances complementing the present study on the e + CO © scattering system. Moreover, this work provides ab initio data for further studies on the dissociative recombination of CO © . Calculations for dissociative recombination rates of CO will allow a direct comparison with experiment and a better insight of the recombination mechanism in molecular doubly-charged ions.
